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None of these quotes are famous, so you probably can't use them in conversation, but they're a nice way to
pick up a few new English vocabulary words while reading some interesting thoughts. George Bernard Shaw
English is flexible: you can jam it into a Cuisinart for an hour, remove it, and meaning will still emerge. The
standards that were eventually published are general, typically avoiding clear performance benchmarks.
Creative writing From Shakespeare to Edward Lear or Lewis Carroll, English writers have always been liberal
in creating their own words and shaping language to suit their own imaginative needs. English examples
include for, and, nor, but, or, yet, and so, both â€¦ and, either â€¦ or, neither â€¦ nor, and not only â€¦ but â€¦
also. Conjunctions Correlative conjunctions are pairs of conjunctions which work together to coordinate two
items. It is this technology and diversity which is shaping the English language of the future - and in every
form. In the United States of America, individual states have written standards, and have often passed
legislation to enact these standards in public schools and institutions of higher education. Simply looking to
other English speaking nations; America, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, is enough to realise the rapidity at
which language can evolve; these once-immigrant branches have exploded in population and altered quite
differently, often in just a few hundred years as a result of their alternative geography to the British Isles. In
order to master the English alphabetic principle, readers and writers need to: Demonstrate awareness of
spoken English phonology, including[ edit ] Word Awareness[ edit ] This is the knowledge that individual
words are represented in speech and print. It is good spelling, but it wobbles and the letters get in the wrong
places. English is the only European language to employ uninflected adjectives; e. For example, Albert Lord
found that non-literate storytellers often considered the term 'verbatim' to refer to preservation of the main
structure in an oral performance of a tale, not really a word-for-word match from performance to performance.
Projects such as the Survey of English Dialects were launched at the time to collect and preserve endangered
words before they were lost forever. In English, only nouns, pronouns as in he, him, his , adjectives as in big,
bigger, biggest , and verbs are inflected. English is a prime example of this rule, and from native Celtic
influences still alive today in Welsh, Scottish Gaelic, Irish and Cornish to Latin or Scandinavian, settlers
brought more than just genetic influences with them. Similar developments may be traced today in the use of
English around the globe, especially in countries where it functions as a second language. The majesty and
grandeur of the English language; it's the greatest possession we have. Also notable is the fact that many of the
organizations that set standards offer access to them only for those who pay. A variety of organizations have
worked on English Language standards, and a section is dedicated to these organizations at the bottom of this
wiki page. I can speak each word perfectly, but then you have to string them together, like "Blah, blah, blah.
Today, with a world so interconnected and multicultural, any language is accessible at the touch of a button. It
was always a mystery to me, which words have to be capitalized and which words do not. Getting shorter
Some have questioned whether the increasing development and adoption of emoji pictograms , which allow
speakers to communicate without the need for language, mean that we will cease to communicate in English at
all? In French one has no choice but to construct a phrase involving the use of two prepositions: Foire du Livre
de Francfort. What is being lost? Openness of vocabulary implies both free admission of words from other
languages and the ready creation of compounds and derivatives.


